
Gaming Microphone Havit GK57 RGB Ref: 6939119033217
Herní mikrofon Havit GK57 RGB

Havit GK57 gaming microphone
Are you looking for a reliable tool that will allow you to discuss strategy with other players, record on YouTube, or actively participate in
online meetings? You've just found it! Havit's plug-and-play omnidirectional microphone captures the human voice perfectly and lets you
communicate freely. The bendable design lets you adjust its position to your needs, and the colorful RGB backlighting gives it a unique
touch.
 
Just plug it into your computer
Operating the microphone is child's play. The plug&play system makes it simple to plug it into your computer and select it as an input
device.  You  don't  have  to  waste  time  on  complicated  configuration  and  driver  downloads.  It  takes  so  little  to  conveniently  chat  with
friends, record a podcast, or stream on Twitch!
 
It will record your voice perfectly
With  Havit  you  can  be  sure  that  your  friends  will  hear  you  perfectly.  The  omnidirectional  microphone  picks  up  sounds  precisely  -  it
registers your voice perfectly. Use it to record a video on YouTube or talk to your teammates in your favorite game. Plan your tactics and
warn your allies about lurking rivals - the GK57 microphone will help you communicate!
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Set it up the way you want it
Adjust the microphone to your needs and habits. The GK57 features a flexible, bendable design that allows you to adjust its position at
will. This allows the device to meet even the most diverse needs of users. Set it up just the way you want and enjoy the comfort of the
GK57 while you are playing a dynamic game, recording a video, streaming or chatting with friends on Discord!
 
The perfect addition to your gamer room
The GK57 microphone is not only functional, but also incredibly stylish. It will perfectly complement and decorate your desk. RGB gaming
backlighting is eye-catching and makes the device look great. Take care of the unique atmosphere in your gaming room and get yourself
equipment that will emphasize its unique character with the right details!
 
Brand
Havit
Model
GK57
Sensitivity
-30±2dB
Impedance
2.2kΩ
Frequency response
50Hz-16kHz
Cable length
2m
Operating voltage
3V
Microphone
φ9.7x5mm
Plug
USB

Price:

€ 11.00
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